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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE FISS:CINPROCESS
ABWE TliE2ND- AND 3RD-CHANCL THRESHOLDS?

Leona Stewart

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Robert J. i{owerton

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Livermore, Califcmnia 94550

ABSTRACT

Although the multiple fission process is important
at high neutron energies, most of the evaluations avail-
able today do not include these individual fission cross
sections or their associated fission spectra. -T.h~rep-
resentations used in the Los Alamos and Livermore librar-
ies are described and calculations

Nmpai%uwi::d%t$: .integral experiments available on 2 U,
Further work is needed to clearly delineate ~he specific
ptoblems in order to propose unique solutions.

INTRODUCTION

1’ For several decades, experimentalists have reported a sig-
nificant increase in the total fission cross section for all fis-
sionable nuclides above the 2r.d-and 3rd-chance fission thresh-
olds. As late as the 1970’s, however, most evaluators have con-
sistently ignored the individual fission channels (n,n’f and
n,2nf) in their analyses of the energy-dependent cross sections
and the spectra of the neutrons associated with the fission pro-
cess. For example, explicit representations of the n,ntf and
n,2nf cross sections are omitted in all

!uio
the ENDF/B-IV evaluat-

ions except for 235U, 23~U, 239Pu, and Put The evaluations
of Howerton included in the LLL-ENDL files [1] represent these
process implicitly by presenting a total fission cross secticn
with pre-processed tabular energy distributions derived from con-
sideration of the individual fission channels. While the LASL
and LLL evaluations differ in form of presentation, both labora-
tories take into account the 2nd-, 3rd-, and 4th.-chancefission
processes. On the other hand, the evaluations of Konshin [2] and
Sowerby et al, [3] deal only with the total fission cross sections
and thereby ignore the multiple-chance fission processes.
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It is thus appropriate at this time to bring the needs of
the evaluators and users to the attention of the experimentalists
and theorists involved in the study of the fission process, Be-
cause little is known about 2nd- and 3rd-chance fission, except
that the competing channels exist, the evaluator must make esti-
mates in order to present hopefully reasonable spectral informa-
tion of the fission neutrons. The first known attempts to repre-
sent these processes were made and published by Howerton [4] and,
in fact, the representations used today are not.changed very much
from their original attempt.

THE MULTIPLE FISSION PROCESS

238U has beenIn much of the discussion which follows,
chosen as an example. Our conclusions, however, apply to all of
the fissionable nuclides.

Figure 1 is a schematic showin
53i

he reaction channels avail-
able when neutrons are incident on ~. Although the diagram is
simplistic, it is not intended to limit the interactions to com-
pound nuclear processes. For example, the (n,n’y) channel in-
cludes both pre-equilibriurnand compound nuclear reactions. Note
that first-chance fission defines the fissioning
nucleus ~39U; second-chance, 238U; third-chance, ?!$7j~ee~~~regate

238U for eachFigure 2 shows the fission cross sections for
individual fission channel. While this representation is taken
from ENi)F/B-IV,the ENDL library is quite similar in all of the
aspects discussed here. Note that first-chance fission is assum-
ed to be constant upon the onset of second-chance fission. This
is in contradiction to the evaluation of Tuttle [5] who reduced
the first-chance fission cross section to approximately zero im-
mediately upon the onset cf second-chance fission,

In most of the evaluations used today, the emission of
charged-particles is assumed to be zero due to the high Coulomb
barrier and the reportedly 10V7 charged-particleyields for the
few experiments available. With this assumption, the only chan-

9
nels available to ~ ~ system below the (n,2n) and (n,n’f) thresh-
old (6.07 MeV for e U), are the elastic, (n,y), (n,n’y) and
(n,f). At 11.51 MeV, the (n,3n) and (n,2nf) channels open and
lend to the confusion of separating the competition into individ-
ual channels.

Although the total fission cross section (Un
f
)++may be

well determined, the spectra of the neutrons assod ated with the
fission process are not, especially in the MeV range. The prob-
lem is often related to the method used in the determination of
the spectra; for example, most measurements are made of the total
neutron emissioncross s.ectiorA,that is

2
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‘emis
+ Un,n, + 2(J* ** +39n,3n+%F+ stat= ‘n,n (1)

#

and usually restricted to data taking at one angle, only. Un-
foldingthe measurements in order to obtain the fission spectra
is subject to large errors due to the many assumptions which must
be introduced. Following a suggestion Gi Batchelor et al. [6],
Howerton and Doyas [7,8] investigated fission temperatures in
1969 and 1971. The main thr_ustof the Batchelor et al. su ges-

!tion was that the value of v used in she well-knownTerrel rela-
tionship [9] shouldbe appropriateonly to that fractionof the
neutronswhich comes from :he direct fissionprocess. The prac-
tical consequenceof this suggestionis that assumptionsmust be
made in the separationof the direct, 2nd-, and 3r5-chancefis-
sion processesabove the n,n’f; n,2nf; and ~,%f thresholds. Af-
ter attributingthese factions,a quantityvf(E) can be deduced
that is more appropriatefor application.tnthe Terrell relation-
ship.

It is readilyapparent from Eq. (1) that few of the cross
sections are well known at energies neer 14 MeV. Almost nothing
is known ~bout the nngular or energy distributionsof the emitted
neutrons,with the possibleexceptionof the elastic (plus some
inelastic)cross section. Even thoughwe know that the angular
distritmtionsof the fissionfragmentsare often very anisotropic
and we includethe fact that the neutrcnsemittedat the scicsian
point are emittedfrom the moving fragments,all of the evalua-
tions in use today contain the assumptionthat the fissionneu-
trons are emitted isotropicallyin the laboratoryreferenceframe.
Therefore,both the evaluatedspectrumand angle of emissionof
the fissionneutronsare often incorrect.

The final sine oua non o: the fissicmpxocess that must be
suppliedby the=l=o=s v(R). For severalof the most im-

E
ortant fissionableisotopes,this quantityhas been determined
y experiment [10]. In 1964 Schusterand Howerton [11] addressed
the problem for uraciumwith a plausibilitya~ument for the der-
ivationof an empiricalrelationshipbetween v and En. In 1971,
Howe~ton [1~]extendedthe previouswor!<tclprovide a method for
predictingv(E) for thorium,uranium,and plutoniumisotopesin
caseswhere this quantityhas not been determinedby measurement.
Essentiallythe same assumptionsabout the energy dependencecif
the multiple-chancefission processes were made by Vasil’ev et
al. [13]_whoalso introducedthe plausibilityof nonli::::ev::ia-
tion of v(E) above the 2nd-chancefission threshold.
thors,however,providedno quantitativeestimatesof T(E).

Althoughnot the subjectof this paper, it skouldbe noted
that the (n,n’),(n,2n),and (n,3n)cross sectionsare rarely
well determinedexperimentallyat high neutron energiesand the
spectrahave not been measuredat all. Minimal informationcan
be obtainedfrom the observationof the total emissionspectra,

3
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at least for the contribution of the pm-equilibrium processes
since these stand out above the various fission channelsat the
high-ener~yend. The only recent d~tailed experiments are those
of Kausaerdeiner[14], who measur d the s ectra a
for 14-MeVneutrons inciden:on 335v, 23~~, and $3?~~a1 angles

The main purposeof this paper is to call attention to the
fact that the evaluatormust supplymuch more informationon fis-
sion than a measure of the totai fissioncross section. For the
fissileand fertilematerials,measurementsof the other cross
sectionsare also very important,especiallyat the hi~her ener-
gies.

In most of the evaluationsin usc today, the fission pro-
cess Xs treatedin one of the followivlgways:

1. Only the total fissioncross secticm is represented;the
fhsion neutron ener y distributionis assumed to be }!ax-
wellian in shapewitf the average energy increasingwith
incidentneutro: eneugy.

2. The total fiss%on cross sectionis separatedinto its vari-
ous parts; the choicemade in ENDF/IbIV is shown in Fig, 2,
Then, the neutron (or neutrens)which precedesscissionis
assumed to ‘e emitted with a spectrumfar softer than allo~*-

$$8
for the scfssiorneutrons. ~or example,ac 14 NeV for
U, the twe neutronswhich conm eff before scissionwould

have energiesbetween zero and 2.4(J14eV(the total energy
available to the pre-acissionneuttans). Therefore,it is
●pparent that the treatmentof the competitionof the first-
and second-chancefissionDrocess should be an hmortant
part of each evaluation, ●

COMPARISONWITH SOME 14+$eV

Wo differenttypes of integral

.

INTEGRALE%PERIXEWS

experimentshsw been ca~:-
r$ed out, one at LASL-byUagan et al. [15]which was.wadeon ZJW
with a multiplication

?f a35i;:i::e13d:-;;iz;:n:;: ::%.Won et al. 1)6]on 23 U,
f licationof approximately0.? for

!~$ua~n~ln~t}~~ ~?$l ~n~~!~?u. In both experiments,spherical
shellsof the target surrounda 14-MV neutron source and th~
neutron spectraemergingfrom the sphere are recordedat one or
more angleswith respect to the inctdcntneutron direction,

Figure~ 3a and 3b compare the spectrumof the neutronsas
measuredby RaRan et al. [151 and Ath the talc’~lation u~~ns the
ENDF/B-IVdata--file
ton (l]. Note that
near 4 MeV in order

(?’AT-1262)and the E@lDLevaluationby }lover-
the energy scale in Fi.gB.3a and 3b is changed
to show all of the data on the same graph.
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While ENDF/D-lVshows fairly good agreementwith experimentex-
cept for the energybins between6 and 10 MeV, the differences
betweenthe EKDF a~.clH!DL evaluationsare much Iar&cr than one
would expect from a perusal of the data in the files, themselves.
These di~fcrencesare better illustratedin Fig. 4, which shows
the ratio of the calculatedto experimentalmess’mements(C/E)
for lwth the ENIIFand ENDL evaluations.

Figure 5 shows the comparable experiment performed on 235U

at LLL. To com letc the analysison the availabledata, the LLL
experimentson ?3SLI and 239Pu have been comparedwith calculation
in Figs. 6 and 7. Table 1,gives tabularvalues of the integrals
of the calculatedand experimentalspectra in three energy do-
mains of the emittedneutrons.

SUBMAR>AND CONCLUSIONS

In suunary, this paper points out variousproblem areas in
the evaluationof the cross sectionsand parameter associated
with the fissionablenuclides. In addition,the comparisonof
the EhW mid ENKZ librarieswith experimentmay even suggester-
rors in the files or in the calculationalprocedurespresently
umployed. Wtile all of the calculations shorn were made using
Monte Carlo techniques and therebysuffer somewhatfrcm statis-
ticalaccuracy,they did includeall of the geometricalfactors
of the ex eriments,

B
Further’workwA1l be undertakento elucidate

thesepro lem areas.

At the same time, however,experimentalinformationabove
8-10 McV is urgentlyrequired. For example,a measurementof the
fissionspectrumat severalangles using fragmentcoincidence
techniues would be very useful,

1
especiallyif carriedout at

severs incidencneutron energies. (A need for (n,2n)and (n,3n)
experimentsusing coincidence and anti-coincidencetechniquesis
also appurcncas arc deter~inationsof the direct and~or pre-equi-
libriumcomponentsof the (n,n’v)reaction.) At severalenergies
below 9 $!eV, the shape of the fissionspectrumshould be measured
at severalan Its;

!
~~~in a fragmentcoincidenceexperiment1s re-

quired. Simi ar experimentsshouldbe repeatedin the 14-}lev
range.

Finally,theoristscould lend great insiRhtinto determining
how to treat the fissionprocess,especiallyLn the region above
the second- and third-chancefissionthresholds. Most of the
calculationsavailabletoday are limitedto the study of only a
fcw of the many availablechannels,while others which are more

e compl~te~tudiosof the cross sectionsdo not treat the spectral
distributicm of any of the emittedneutrons. In adcJitionto the
fissioncross sectionsfor the individualchanneis,v (E), and
the energyand angular distributionsof the neutronsare impor-

5



tant input for the evaluatoxwho must provide these data for neu-
tronicscalculations.
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t. Those evaluations currently in ENDF were provided by IASL.

tt. where UnF is the sum of all the partials.
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TABLE I

Comparisonof IntegralsUnder ElasticPeak, Total Integrals, .
and Integralsfrom the ElasticPeak to -2.0 MeV

401 161 401

N(t)dt N(t)dt N(t)dt
. Evaluated

Nuclide Library o 0 161

.-

Exp. Calc ca~~- Exp. Calc. c~~ Exp, ~alc Calc-Exp
● ● Exp

~235 ENDF/B-IV 1.436 1.345 - 6% .644 .687 + 8Z .792 .648 -18%

@ ENDL 1.436 1.330 - 7% .644 .672 + 4% .792 .658 -172

~238 E?mF/ibIv .907 .869 - 4Z .643 .655 + 2% .264 .214 -1P%

ENDL .907 .892 - 2% .643 .642 -0.2% “.264 .250 - 5X

~u239 ENDF/B-IV 1.42S 1.381 - 3% .648 .704 + 9Z .773 .677 -12%
ENDL 1.421 1.372 - :% .648 .736 +14% .773 .636 -L8Z
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FIGUPX CfiTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic showing
incident on 238U.

the reactionsconsideredfor neutrons

Fig. 2, The Evaluated fission cross sections fox 238U taken from
ENDF/B-IV. The top curve represents the total fission
cross section.

Figs. 3a and 3b. Spectrum of the neutrons from 14-MeV neutrons—

Fig, 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6,

Fig. 7.

incident on an oralloy sphere. The experimental
points, taken from the experiment of Ragan et al,
[15], are compared with calculations using the
ENDF/B-IV evaluated library and using the ENDL
library. Note that the largest discrepancies
between calculation and experiment occur in
the energy bins where the flux is down by two
to three orders of magn+tude,

The same results shovm in Figs, 3a and 3b are plotted as
calculated/experimentalratios for each of the neutron
energy bins. The differences below 2,5 Me’: in the calcu-
l,%tionsusing the two evaluated libraries are not well
understood.

Compa%+.sonof calculatedand experimentalneutron s ectra
Rfrom a 0.8 mean-free-path hollow s here of 235u wit a

Rnominal 14-MeVneutron source at t e center. The TART 175
group Monte Carlo neutronicscoda was used.

Comparison of calculated ●nd ●xperimental n
from a 0,8 mean-free-path hollow sphere of ~~WWePa
nominal 14-MeV neutron source at the center. The TART 175
group Monte Carlo noutronlcs code was used.

Comparison of calculated and experimentaln tron spectra
from a 0.7 mean-free-pathhollow s here of

R
9Y % with a

nominal 14-MaV neutron uource at t e center, The TART 17S
group Monte Carlo neutronics code was used,


